NOW   OR   NEVER
country is rife throughout the world. I am myself pledge J to
this House not to open conversations with Italy until this
hostile propaganda ceases '.
But Spain was only an example. The successive breaches
of faith on the part of Mussolini were only examples. " \V*j
cannot consider this problem except in relation to the
international situation as a whole. The conditions to-
day are not the same as they were last July, nor c%en
the same as they were last January. Recent months
recent weeks, recent days have seen the successive violation * >£"
international agreements and attempts to secure politic jl de-
cisions by forcible means. We are in the presence of the
progressive deterioration of respect for international alliga-
tions. It is quite impossible to judge these things in a vacuum.
In the light—my judgment may well be wrong—of the
present international situation this is a moment for tliis
country to stand firm '.
Eden had said what was expected of him. His experience
as well as his conviction lay behind his grave warning to the
nation. All that he had worked for was at stake. The vision
of an international system based even on the most elementary
principles of law and justice was being rushed into the back-
ground of world politics.
The House, by its very silence, showed how deeply it was
stirred, and let it be known that the import of his words and
ideals would not be forgotten in our time.
He did not stand alone. Cranborne, timidly at first, with
all the subordination expected of an Under-Secretary*
followed, but soon was warming to his work with a con-
viction that took Members by complete surprise. k It is no
question of delay,' he cried, ' as to the time at which con-
versations should take place, or the method by which they
should be carried on. It is a question of the conditions under
which any negotiations between any countries can be carried
on at all with any useful results.'
In the lobbies afterwards many thought Cranborne had
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